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A representation for the probability generating functional (p.g.fl.) of a regular infinitely 
divisible (i.d.) stochastic point process, motivated as a generalization of the Gauss-Poisson 
process, is presented. The functional is characterized by a sequence of Bore1 product measures. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of these Bore1 measures, are given for this 
representation to be a p.g.fl., thus characterizing all regular i.d. point processes. 
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1. Introduction 
This article provides a new representation for the probability generating 
functional (p&I.) of a regular infinitely divisible (i.d.) stochastic point process 
(s.P.P.). The form of the p.g.fl. is motivated as a generalization of the 
Gauss-Poisson (G-P) process, first introduced by Newman [8]. The family of G-P 
processes on the real line R = R1 is studied extensively by Milne and Westcott [6]. 
They *suggest a generalization (cf. (2.4)) of the G-P family and cite certain 
difficulties involved in characterizing such a process. 
The present development utilizes the characterization of i.d. s.p.ps. given by 
Kerstan and Matthes [2] and Lee [3, 41. [6] characterizes a G-P process as an i.d. 
s.p.p. having KLM (Kerstan-Lee-Matthes) measure concentrated on realizations 
with either one or two atoms in R. St is shown in Section 3 that the generaBizatioi1 of
the p.g.fl. of a G-P process given by (3,2) is the p.g.fl. of an i.d. s.p.p. having KLM 
measure concentrated on realizations with finitely many atoms in R. The new p.g.fl. 
representation (?.2) is characterized by a sequence of Bore1 product measures 
satisfying certain consistency conditions which ensure existence of the KLM 
measure. 
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2. Background and preliminaries 
For simplicity, we shall limit attention to one-dimensional s.p.ps. on R. Exten- 
sions to more general spaces should be clear. Let 2 = (0, 1,2, . . . } and 2, = 2 \ (0). 
Let JY be the class of all measures, defined on the Bore1 o-field 3’ = $3 of sets in R, 
which take values in 2 on compacta. Take BN to be the smallest u-field of sets in JY 
generated by the Bore1 cylinder sets of the form 
[N: N(Ai)=ki, lsisrn], 
where m EZ+, Al ,..., A,, E 3, and kI ,..., k,,., E 2. A stochastic point process 
(s.p.p.) is defined to be a measurable mapping X from a probability space (In, .$ P) 
into (Jlr, 93,), and we denote-by P the induced probability measure S(X-‘). By a 
standard abuse of notation, .X(A) is taken to mean N(A) for N = X(o), i.e. the 
space (a, &, 9) is suppressed. 
Define the class of measurable functions 
V={&OQtjSl,VtER, 
and 3compact A E 9 3 J(s) = 1. V’s E R,A}. 
The probability generating functional (p.g.fl.) of an s.p.p. X is defined by 
WI = EexpWlog5), 
where Nof = JR f(t)N(dt) and 6 E V. If e(t) =O over some set A we take 
G[t] = 0, unless X(A ) = 0 as. in which case we take G [e] = 1. A detailed 
treatment of pg.%. is given by Westcott [9]. 
It is well known that an s.p.p. X uniquely determines its p.g.fl. G and rhat, 
conversely, knowledge of G determines the probability measure P of X (see [7]). 
In particular, define for arbitrary tn E Z,, disjoint bounded AI,. . . , A,,, E 9, and 
ZI, . . . ,2, ‘E [O,l] the function T,,, E V by 
n .m = 1 + 2 (Zi - l)I* 7 ‘ 
i=l 
where 1’., (t) = 1 if t E A, 0 other-vise. Then 
(2 1) . 
determines the finite-dimensional distributions of X. The following lemma charac- 
terizes those functionals on V which are p.g.fls. of s.p.ps. 
Lemma 2.1. (Westcott [9, Theorem 41). If G is a functional defined on V which is 
(i) contijzuous for all sequences (&) such that the 1 - &, vanish outside a conlmon 
compact set and (ii) for all qm given by (2.9, G[vm ] is the prob(!bility generating 
function (p.g.f.) of a random m-vector of Z-ialued components, then G is the p.g.jL 
of an s.p.p. 
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We next make precise the notion of a regular i.d. s.p.p. An s.p.p. X is said to be 
infiniteZy divisible (id.) iff for each k E 2, there exist i.i .d. s.p.ps. X,, I, . . . , Xk, k 
such that X has the same distribution as xF= l Xk,r. In terms of p.g.fls., an s.p.p. X 
with p.g.fl. G is id. iff for each k E 2, there exist k s.p.ps. with p.g.fl. Gk such that 
G[t] = (Gk[t])k for all 6 E V. 
It is shown independently in [3, 41 and [2] (for the stationary case) that the 
structure of any i.d. s.p.p. can be characterized, in the manner of the 
Levy-Khinchin repnesentation for the characteristic function of i.d. random 
variables, in terms of a unique measure p on .AC It is most efficacious to state this 
result here in terms of p.g.fls. 
Lemma 2.2 (Daley and Vere-Jones [l, Theorem 8.81). The p.g.jI. of an i.d. s.p.p. 
can be uniquely represented in the form 
G[(] = exp [eNoiog*- 11 p(dN)] , (2.2) 
where the not necessarily totally finite measure F on (JV, %I.,.) satisfies 
(a) for every bounded A E 99, p[N(A) >OJ < x, 
(p) p[N(R) = 0] = 0. 
Conversely, for every F satisfying (cx) and (p), (2.2) is the p.g.fl. of an id. s.p.p. 
Remark 2.3. Since (2.2) is unaffected by the value of P[ N(R) = 01, (p) insures that 
the correspondence between the probability measure P of the s.p.p. and 115 is orie- 
to-one. Hereafter we shall follow the convention (see Westcott 191, Daley and 
Vere-Jorles [l]) of referring to p as the KLM measure of the process. 
An i.d. s.p.p. is said to be regular iff its KLM measure P is concentrated on 
[N: N(R)< ~1 and singular iff p is concentrated on [N: N(R) = ~1. 
The G-P process is the i.d. s.p.p. which has KLM measure concentrated on 
[N: N(R) s 21 [6]. The following characterization of the p.g.fl. of a G-P process is 
also due to [6, Theorem I], and it provides the point of departure for the present 
article. 
Theorem 2.4 (Milne-Westcott). Let Q1 and Qz be symmetric signed Bore! measures 
defined on R’ and R ‘, respectively. A functional of the form 
log G[tl= 1 it@) - 1lQW) + ! jR2 [S(tl) - 1 J 1t(t2) - l]Q,(dt, X dt,) (2.3) f‘ ’ 
is the p.g.fl. of an s.p.p. iff Q1 and Q2 are measures and Q,(A x B ) s 
min{ Q,(A), Q,(B)} for all bounded A, B E .%I. 
Milne and Westcott [6] also consider a functional of the form (denote dtk = 
dt+-dtk) 
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log G[t] = 2 1 fi [e(h)- l]Nc (dtk), 
k=l Rb i=l 
(2 4) . 
where each Hk is a “possibly signed” measure on Rk (k-dimensional Euclidean 
space). They show via an example that there do exist collections {Hk}f:=l for which 
(2.4) is the p.g.fl. of an s.p.p., but fail to characterize such a’process. It is shown in 
the following section (Corollary 3.3) that (2.4) is the p.g.fl. of an s.p.p., whenever 
each Hk is a Bore1 measure on R’, and {Hk};;l=, satisfies certain consistency 
conditions. 
3, The p.g.fL of a regular i.d. point process 
Denote the Bore1 a-field of sets in R k by Wk, and take 3 = 9’. By a Bore2 
signed measure on R k we mean any signed measure defined on (R ‘, % k, which is 
finite on compacta. For each k E 2, a&. nk = (n,, . . . , nk) E i?l, liet Qk ( l ; nk) be a 
Bore1 ‘signed measure on R k, and define the signed measure A,( l ; nk) by 
A,@;&)= $(-l,r-k(;) 2 l ** 2, Q,(BGrk;n,) 
n&+1-l n,= 
(3 1) . 
for all B E Bk. It will be assumed without loss of generality (w.o.1.o.g.) in what 
follows that each=, Qkis symmetric, in the sense that, for each permutation (i,, . . . , ik) 
of (1 ,...,k), Qb(Ai,X***xAi,; (ni ,,..., ni,))=Qk(Alx***xAk; (nl ,..., n,;)). It 
will also be assumed, again w.o.l.o.g., that each Q,J l ; &) is concentrated on 
R+ R’-,{Xk: X, = Xj for some i# j}. 
Theorem 3.1. The functional G on V given by 
log G[S] = 2 c 
k=l nkEZ$ 
\ k fi [6”‘(h)- l]Qk(db; nk), 
RO i=l 
(3.2) 
where each Qk ( l ; nk) is as given .above, is the p.g.p. of a regular id. s.p.p. ifl 
’ 1 (C Ak( l nk) is Bored measure Ri for k and 
G) (I<$, (-l)k-’ c Qs(Ek;nk)<m forailboundedEE9 . 
QEZ? 
Proofs To show the necessity of (C,) and (C,), first rewrite (3.2) in the form 
By Lemma 2.2 and regularity, the p.g.fl. of the process can also be written as 
log G[E] = 2 \ [eNo@‘-- l]&dN), 
k=l & 
where Jk = {N: N has k distinct atoms in R) 
/3 4 
and P is the KLM measure. 
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Next define, for each k E Z,, nk E 2: and A,, . . . , A, E ,%, 
A :(A,, . . . , Ak; nk) = 
= P[NE Jk : ZI& E Rok3 ?i E Ai and N({ti})= ni, ? Q i s k]. (3.5) 
Each A $( - ; nk) is clearly additive in each Of its k arguments, hence 
A:(A,x . . +Ak;&_)=A:(A,,..., Ak ; nk) is a measure on R i, and w.o.l.0.g. may 
be replaced by a symmetrized version. It follows that (3 4) can be written as 
(3.6) 
whence it fOlloWS that A :( - ; nk) = &. ( - ; nk) for each k and nk. Since for any 
A,, . . . , A, E 3 
it follows from (LY) that each Ak (a ; nk) is a Bore1 measure. 
By evaluating (2.2) at 4 = 1 + (z - l)&, we have 
log Er X(E’ = $, (zk - l)E’[N((E) =: k], 
while from (3.2) this can also be expressed 
2 2 fi [z”‘-l]Qk(Ek;nk)- 
k=l “l,EZ! i=’ 
It follows that 
$I c (-l)“-‘@k(Ek;nk)=~[N(E)~o]. 
nlEE$ 
and (C2) thus obtains from (a). 
Now assume that (C,) and (C,) hold, and define Fzi: on X by p*[N(R) = O] = 0 
and 
p*[N E Jk: gfk E Rt 3 ti E Ai and N((?,)) = n,, li G i d k] = 
i.e., F*[N E Jk : N({fi}) = I&, 1 <iik]=Ak(dd;nk)foreachkEZ,,nktlZ!,and 
distinct t,, . . . , fk E R. P* is clearly additive, and may be extended via the usual 
procedure to a measure on A%{M : N(R) = 33). Thus, (3.3) can be written in the 
form (3.4) with p* in place of I? Since, as in the proof of necessity, 
p*[N(E)>O] = 2 2 (- r)“-‘~,(Ek;&), 
k=l nl,EZ$ 
property (a) follows for p* from (C,), and we conclude P* is the KLM measure of a 
regular i.d. s.p.p. having p.g.fl. (3.2). 
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The proof of necessity shows that in fact every regular id. s.p.p. has p.g.fl. of 
the form (3.2). Formally, we have: 
Corollary 3.2. The p.g.fl. of any regular i.d. s.p.p. can be expressed in the form (3.2) 
where each Qk (. ; nk ) is a symmetric Bore1 measure on R ok and the Qk ‘s jointly satisfy, 
the conditions (C,) and (Cz). 
We next show that the p.g.fl. (3.2) can be expressed in an equivalent form which 
contains (2.4) as a special case. 
COrOkU’y 3.3. Let (Hk};=l be a sequit &A of y s mmetric Bore1 signed measures 
defined, tespectively, on (Rk )t= I, The functional G on V given by 
log G[(] = 2 [ fi [c(h)- ‘JHk(dhc) 
k=l Rk i=l 
(3 7) . 
is the p.g.fi. of a regular id, s.p.p. iff 
(1s M/c(B) =cw. $‘(- l)r-k (;) H,(B x W-k)- 
fur each k E Z+ and bounded B E a k, and 
(cr) f-(E)=d.f.g (- l)‘YHJE’)<~ 
r-l 
for each bounded E E 99. 
Proof. Denote (dt)’ = dt x l e l X dt (repeated r times) and define, for each ?& E 2: 
such that n I + l 0 l + nk = r, 
Ak (dlk ; nk) = M, ((dtl)“l X . - l X (dfk)nk) W) 
Sor t I,. . . , fk distinct. Next define 
Qk (dr, ; nk) =: ,zk (kr ) A, (dtk X R r-k ; nk X z:-“), 
SO that (3.7) may be written in the form (3.2). The conditions (C:) and (C:) are then 
simply (Cl) and (C2) in terms of {Hk}& 
Remark 3A The equation (3.8) embodies the correspondence between the equi- 
valent forms (3.2) of Theorem 3.1 and (3.7) of Corollary 3.3. The measures 
& ( r ; nk) correspond to the KLM measure on the set .& of realizations having k 
distinct atoms, while the measure M, ( l ) corresponds to the KLM measure on the 
set D, := {N: N(R) = rf. 
Yote that 
M,(B X Rr-k) 
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f;lr ah R E %“, so that by (CT) each Hk is a measure on R k. By setting Hk = 0 for all 
k > n in Corollary 3.3, it can be seen that the functional (2.4) is the p.g.fI. of an i.d. 
s.p.p. having KLM measure concentrated on (N: N(R) < n}. In the case n = 2. this 
is the p.g.fl. of a G-P process, and (CT), (Cf) reduce to the conditions of Theorem 
2.4. When n = 1, (2.4) is the p.g.fl. of a nonhomogeneous Poisson process. 
It is well known that the probability generating function (p.g.f.) 
P*(r) = E g ZXfAt 
of the counts X(A,), . . . , X(/L,,,) of disjoint bounded AI,. . _, .4, E 93 from any i.d. 
s.p.p. X can be put into the special form exp {LY[.IZ(Z)- 1]}, as a consequence of 
infinite divisibility (cf. [6, Section 5]), where n(z) is the p.g.f. of a random nt -vector 
of Z-valued components. It is worthwhile to derive the forms of LY and n for a 
regular id. s.p.p. using the new p.g.fI. representations. Denote A = UY=, A,, and 
A ’ = R,A. 
First write (3.7) as 
log G[(] = 2 1 
r=, R’ 
[ fi t(fi)- l] Mr(dtr)- 
i=l 
Applying (2.1), 
10Spm(z)=Ii~(~) 2 a-- 2 ~z,;~.z,-~]M,(A,,x...xA,,~~(A~~'-~) 
r=lj=l J II,-1 “, = I 
=s z(I) a; =,,, (;*,) [fi rr-l] M,(At”x...xApnmx(AC)‘-‘) 
a,+...+n,,=j 
where A” x B is taken to equal B for any Rorel sets A and B. Note that 
a(A) = 2 2 (;) M,(A’ x (A’)‘-‘) 
j;:, r=j 
=z c ~),,...n,,, a,,EZ m 
a,+“‘+ a,=1 
where 
4fl,...,z~=-~(6) 2 (rri) iW(AW +..x,4:r~(A’)‘-‘! 
m r-j 
=P[N(Ai)=ai, lai~m] 
for a,+~* - + a,,, = j. Hence we can write 
P,.,(Z) = exp[tu(A)[IUz)- I]]. 
where 
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with pal.. +, = [a(A)]-‘q,,....,,, when o$A)>O, while P,,,(z)= 1 when a(A) = 0. 
Since a(A) = - log P[N(A) = 01, the trivial case Pm (z) = 1 occurs only for sets 
A 1,, . . , A,,, in which there occur 0 points with probability 1. 
The definition of regularity given earlier is equivalent o the condition that 
P[ l 1 N( - s - t, - s) = 0 = N(s, s + t)] 
converges weakly to P as s, t + 00 [2]. Roughly speaking, events in the distant past 
or distant future have negligible effect upon events in the present. It is well known 
that the class of regular i-d. s.p.ps. coincides with the class of Poisson cluster 
processes having a.s. finite clusters. See, for example, Daley and Vere-Jones [l]. 
The characterization given by Theorem 3.1 thus provides a representation for this 
basic class of point processes. 
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